
I'm The Devil  

 

C 22 Leaving the Greco Realm 

"So you are leaving, where would you go from here on?" 

Gaia, the Primordial goddess of Earth and Nature said to her long time guest and also a 
close friend, Lucifer Morningstar. 

After Zeus left the Island and off to his rescue mission, Lucifer decided to leave the 
realm for now and come back when things are getting fun again as he had nothing more 
to see in this realm and he wants adventure not to idle around doing nothing even if he 
knows he is a lazy person. 

"I don't know, I will just randomly teleport and anywhere I appear, that's where I would 
stay for the meantime before moving on or when I will come back when things get pretty 
exciting back here" 

Saying that Lucifer held Aphrodite's hands and bid farewell to Gaia and Adamantheia 
before vanishing from their sight to god knows where. 

Adamantheia was a little bit anxious and scared because of what was happening 
outside the Realm, how the other gods ate finding any strangers in their Realm and 
getting rid of them which has proved to be a futile attempt as even to this day, they 
haven't found anyone like that including the one who killed the Primordial god, Pangu. 

Adamantheia turned over to Gaia who was calmed all these time "is he going to be 
alright, I mean he doesn't know of the dangers out there and we just let him go like that, 
what if something happens to him" she asked because even if she knew that Lucifer 
was very strong, she did not believe he could make it out when he is surrounded by 
many Primal gods and goddesses. 

"He is going to be alright, he is Lucifer after all, he has ways to protect himself, there is 
nothing to worry about, if anything, you should pray for anyone who would cross his part 
that they don't piss him off" 

Gaia wasn't afraid of anything happening to Lucifer as she knew how capable he is, he 
is a mysterious being that came out of nowhere and knowing him for so long, she knew 
that there is only one thing or being Lucifer shows fear for and that being is his Father, 
expect from him, everyone are ants in his eyes. 

Saying that, Gaia and Adamantheia went back to their separate home and wait for Rgea 
to update them on the latest news about Zeus. 



Realm of Pangu 

Chirp ~ Chirp ~ Chirp 

Sound of birds chirping around a very big and tall mountain that was covered with 
clouds at the top, filled with the world's energy giving it a lively glow to it. 

In the nighttime, the entire mountain would be shrouded in starlight making it even more 
beautiful. 

This is the Palace of the mother of all gods and goddesses of the Pangu Realm, Nuwa. 

She has the most authority in the entire Pangu Realm second only to her son, the 
Emperor of the Pangu Realm. 

Ever since they made this their new home, she created this special mountain as her 
home and choose to stay here in seclusion and not to be disturbed by anyone as that is 
her own way of mourning her husband until his killer is found. 

Now at the base of this mountain, two individuals suddenly appeared while holding 
hands, they are Aphrodite and Lucifer who just left the Greco Realm. 

"Did it work?" Looking around her, Aphrodite asked Lucifer who was also doing the 
same. 

"Of course, now we just need to figure out where we are" Lucifer said as he looked at 
the atmosphere and the landscape around him to try and discern where he was. 

ROOOAAAARRRRR 

A loud roar was heard from the top of the mountain. 

This was the first time Lucifer heard a roar like that and the way it sounded and how 
loud it was, he knew where they might be or which gods would reside here. 

Before Lucifer could tell anything to Aphrodite, he felt an attack directed at them at an 
extremely fast pace. 

Seeing as there is no more time cancel out the attack, Lucifer willed his wings to appear 
and shield both him and Aphrodite from the blast. 

"You are just like the one who killed my husband, but his wings are ring and he has red 
hairs with red eyes but you wings are white and your physical appearance doesn't 
match his but you have a simply aura to his, so tell me how are you related to him and 
where I can find him" 



Putting his wings back in place, Lucifer dusted himself before he raised his head and 
saw a woman riding on a Dragon, an Eastern Dragon. 

Whoosh 

Nuwa felt the atmosphere turn instantly cold and the wind became chilly which was 
usually during this time of the day. 

"You shouldn't have done that" 

Nuwa's attention was drawn to the strangers at the base of the mountain when she saw 
the appearance of the man changed. 

He grew two set of horns and his eyes became blazing red and it was even more 
terrifying than that of the man that killed her husband. 

She felt an extremely and terrifying killing intent emanating from the man below her 
which made her to become alert and prepare for battle. 

Dark flames surrounded Lucifer who was burning in rage, he just came to a new Realm 
and he wasn't even given enough time to figure out where he was but instead he got 
sneaked attack and that with his lover with him, what if he didn't not anticipate the attack 
in time, then Aphrodite would have been badly injured or worse dead. 

"You, what is your last word?" 

A chilling cold sound left the mouth of Lucifer as he stared daggers at the perpetrator 
behind the sneak attack. 

Seeing the way Lucifer looked at her, Nuwa remembered when the mysterious man 
came to their realm and killed her husband. 

It was the same aura, the same death stares and the exact same words he said but she 
knew they were not the same as Lucifer was even more terrifying than him. 

Nuwa didn't know what to say and just got ready for the fight of her life, a fight that 
would determine whether she lives or die. 

After not getting any response from her but instead got into a battle stance, Lucifer 
knew that she has no intention of talking but instead to fight him. 

"You should have begged for mercy or ran away since you have seen what my brother 
can do but that's nothing compared to what I'm about to do to you" 



Lucifer didn't give her the time to register his words as he disrupt gravity around where 
Nuwa and her Dragon companion was floating bringing them down to the ground 
making a loud noise which resounded throughout the area. 

BOOOMMM 

Palace of the Emperor of the Realm of Pangu 

In the throne room of the Palace, Shangdi and Bixia were alone and making out 
together when they felt a terrifying aura coming from his mother's. 

They immediately separated and got dressed and zoomed out of the Palace and 
appeared at the base of the mountain where they saw Nuwa being pulled down and 
crashing to the ground. 

"Oh, a backup, I like that, the more the merrier, I can streach this old bones with you" 

A chilling voice caught the attention of both Bixia and Shangdi. They turned to see who 
just spoke only for Shangdi to become extremely angry as the man before him bore the 
same similarities to the one who killed his father. 

Another terrifying aura burst out of Shangdi as his clothes changed into a battle armor 
and got into a battle stance. 

"Bixia, take my mother and leave here and try reaching the other realms for 
reinforcements, telling them that another one is here" Shangdi said to Bixia who 
immediately followed his command and went to Nuwa, who was trying to get up and 
helped her up. 

"Let's go, mother, you are injured, let Lord Shangdi handle this" Bixia said to Nuwa who 
blatantly refused to leave her son alone to die, she stood up straight and told Bixia to go 
without her while she and Shangdi stall for time until reinforcements arrive. 

Nuwa immediately got on her Dragon and went to join her son's side not even giving 
Bixia the time to stop her from doing that. 

Bixia sighed and made her way to the Palace but her entire scenery changed and she 
was in an entirely different place. 

"I can't let you do that" 

Bixia heard a voice from every cornet of the space she was and no matter what she did, 
she could not locate where the voice or the person was coming from "who are you and 
what is this place" 



"I am Aphrodite, the goddess of Love, Beauty, Seduction and Illusion and this is my 
domain and you are going to be here until I say so, Bixia" 


